
North Tyneside Brass in Schools    Toon Larner Practise Sheet 

Ode to Joy 

1. This tune uses the following notes: 
 

 
Cornet valves are given below the note names, and trombone slide positions at the bottom. 
 

 
 
2. This tune uses the following note lengths: 

 

crotchet  one beat  - think “one, two, three, four” 

dotted crotchet one and a half beats - think “one and two” 

  quaver  half a beat  - think “one and two and” 

  minim  two beats - think “one, two” or “three, four” 

When a note is “dotted” it adds half as much again to its length. So a dotted crotchet is 
one beat plus half a beat. 
 
3. Other notation: 

  
 

  repeated section go back and play the section a second time 
 

On a keyboard: 

Treble clef sign and time signature - there are 4 beats in a bar 

and each beat is a crotchet (also known as a quarter note) 



Soft to loud 

p  piano - means play soft or quietly 

f  forte – means play loud 

mf  mezzo forte – means play moderately loud 

mf-p  play moderately loud the first time, then quietly the second time 

mf-f play moderately loud the first time, then louder the second time 

 
4. Practise the rhythms: 

 
4a) Four crotchets: play four notes the same length, one note to each beat: 
   “one        two         three       four” 

 
 
4b) Dotted crotchet, quaver, minim: play the dotted crotchet for one and a half beats - 
think “one and two” and play the following quaver on the “and” after two, then play 
the minim for 2 beats on “three four”, or think in half beat sounds: 
  “one - and - two   and      three     four” 
  “ta  - aa -  aa     ta       ta -  aa -  aa -  aa”: 

 
 

4c) The second and third bars of the third line of part one, have this rhythm, which you 
will know from the game “Don’t copy this one!”. The second beat is 2 quavers, so think 
“one, two and three four” 
   “one        two     and      three        four” 

 
 
4d) The last bar of the third line is different from the last bar on the other lines. It has 
two crotchets and a minim, so the notes are on beats one, two and three. The minim is 
twice as long as the crotchets, so hold it to the end of the bar. 
   “one         two          three    four” 

 


